With 750 pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, 120 banking firms, the heart of Swiss watch-making industry in term of excellence and 130+ international headquarters for EMEA such as P&G, Nestlé, JTI or SITA, it’s a geographical position with no trade-off.

WE DON’T DO BUSINESS, WE HELP SEAL DEALS

With crossroads at the heart of world exchanges
Tomorrow we will welcome your long-haul fleet with more comfort and technology: 520 meters long, 6 wide-body parking slots, a modern passengers’ area and a low environment impact structure with 5’000 m² of solar panels. All designed for our future within air transport.
With a wide variety of activities of all sorts around its lake, welcome to a place like no other: no matter if you want to see Geneva’s “Jet d’eau”, visit the Olympic Museum and the Chillon Castle or just enjoy a hike in the beautiful Alps, it’s everyone’s place.
WE AREN’T NEUTRAL, 
WE TAKE EVERYONE’S SIDE

With the world of diplomacy and education just around the corner

With more than 300+ international organizations, non-governmental institutions and renowned schools such as UN, WHO, Red Cross, IMD, EPFL or EHL, we naturally help you access to more than 50’000 diplomats and a pool of opportunities every day.